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Abstract: Magnetic and thermal hysteresis (difference in magnetic properties on cooling and heating)
have been studied in polycrystalline Dy (dysprosium) between 80 and 250 K using measurements of
the reversible Villari effect and alternating current (AC) susceptibility. We argue that measurement
of the reversible Villari effect in the antiferromagnetic phase is a more sensitive method to detect
magnetic hysteresis than the registration of conventional B(H) loops. We found that the Villari
point, recently reported in the antiferromagnetic phase of Dy at 166 K, controls the essential
features of magnetic hysteresis and AC susceptibility on heating from the ferromagnetic state: (i)
thermal hysteresis in AC susceptibility and in the reversible Villari effect disappears abruptly at the
temperature of the Villari point; (ii) the imaginary part of AC susceptibility is strongly frequency
dependent, but only up to the temperature of the Villari point; (iii) the imaginary part of the
susceptibility drops sharply also at the Villari point. We attribute these effects observed at the
Villari point to the disappearance of the residual ferromagnetic phase. The strong influence of the
Villari point on several magnetic properties allows this temperature to be ranked almost as important
as the Curie and Néel temperatures in Dy and likely also for other rare earth elements and their alloys.
Keywords: rare earth metals; magnetostriction; antiferromagnetism; Villari effect

1. Introduction
Dy (dysprosium) and other rare earth elements have unique physical and chemical characteristics
which make them indispensable in numerous existing and innovative applications. Dy exhibits a
transition at the Néel temperature, TN = 178 K, between the paramagnetic (PM) and helical-type
antiferromagnetic (AFM) structure and an antiferro-ferromagnetic (FM) transition near 85 K on cooling
(Curie temperature, TC ) [1–3]. The latter is a first order magnetostructural transition, since the
high-temperature hexagonal lattice undergoes orthorhombic distortions [4,5]. Rare earth metals and
their alloys have been the subject of intense studies [6–12], in particular, due to the complexity of their
temperature–field phase diagrams. Several magnetic structures have been reported in Dy between
90 and 178 K: fan [13–15], quasi 2D vortex [16], collinear ferromagnetic [17], vortex [18,19], and angle
ferromagnetic [19]. A related problem pending interpretation is the difference in behavior of Dy and
other rare earths and their alloys in the AFM state for cooling and heating from the FM phase [20–23].
This effect is usually referred to as thermal hysteresis. Del Moral et al. [20] ascribed the difference
between the susceptibility on cooling and heating to different sizes of spiral spin domain walls (DW).
The same idea was employed by Palmer to account for the thermal hysteresis of elastic and anelastic
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properties of Dy and other rare earth alloys [21,22]. Two possible types of DWs in the helical phase
were considered [22]. Type I DWs are perpendicular to the c-axis of the hexagonal lattice and separate
domains with opposite senses of spin rotation. These DWs represent kinds of thin ferromagnetic layers.
Type II DWs are parallel to the c-axis, have a complex meshing of spins, and probably do not possess net
magnetic moment. DWs of type I were supposed to be inherited from ferromagnetic DWs and, hence,
were considered as the origin of the thermal hysteresis in rare earths and their alloys [22,23]. Later on,
McKenna et al. applied the so-called transient enhancement and temperature modulation methods
in order to study hysteretic phenomena in the FM and AFM phases of Dy [9,11]. Due to limited
resolution, the transient enhancement was studied up to 120 K for heating scans [11]. Temperature
modulation revealed temperature hysteresis up to approximately 170 K. This temperature agreed
with observations of a minor effect in the real part of the alternating current (AC) susceptibility [9].
The authors speculated that at a temperature around 170 K the spiral spin domains disappear in
the AFM phase or demonstrate some “reduced effect” [11]. Kobayashi [23] directly observed B( H )
magnetic hysteresis loops (HL) in the AFM phase of polycrystalline Dy during heating from the FM
phase. Due to limitations in resolution, the hysteresis was detected on heating only up to 130 K and
could not be discerned on cooling [23]. The magnetic hysteresis was accounted for, as in previous
studies, by spiral spin DWs (of type I) inherited from the ferromagnetic DWs [23]. Chen et al. [24]
reported fluctuations of the AFM domain wall structure in 500 nm thick epitaxial Dy layers, detected
by X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy. They concluded that the DW structure undergoes long-term
fluctuations in a relatively narrow temperature range below the Néel temperature. According to [24],
the DW fluctuations freeze out some 10 K below TN , quite close to the temperature where the thermal
hysteresis vanishes in Dy.
Recently, a complete loss of low field magnetoelastic coupling in polycrystalline Dy was reported
at the temperature of the Villari point (TVP ) around 166 K [25]. A long-term relaxation of the reversible
inverse magnetostriction (reversible Villari effect, RVE) during heating from the FM phase was found
below the TVP , pointing to a non-equilibrium state of the magnetic structure. The thermal hysteresis of
the Villari effect vanished at the TVP simultaneously with the disappearance of the time dependence,
indicating an abrupt transition of polycrystalline Dy to the equilibrium state at this temperature.
The change of the sign of magnetoelastic coupling at the TVP was ascribed [25] to a possible existence of
vortex AFM structure [16,18,19] between the TN and the TVP . Observation of the long-term relaxation
below the TVP [25] seems to be at variance with the reported stability of the DW structure over
the same temperature range [24]. Therefore, the abrupt transition from the non-equilibrium to the
equilibrium magnetic state of AFM dysprosium at the TVP [25] revealed by means of RVE studies
calls for independent confirmation. In the present work high-resolution measurements of the RVE
were combined with measurements of conventional AC susceptibility. We found that the data on AC
susceptibility are in excellent agreement with the results of the previous RVE studies [25]. We deduced
a simple relationship between the width of conventional B( H ) loops and the RVE hysteresis under
periodic field. This solution allows us to derive the temperature dependence of the coercive force over
the entire range of the existence of the AFM phase and correlate it with the behavior of the magnetic
susceptibility. Based on the experimental results obtained, we suggest that the thermal hysteresis in
Dy, and probably other rare earths and their alloys, is related to the residual FM phase, stabilized by
lattice defects.
2. Materials and Methods
Mechanomagnetic spectroscopy is a method to detect the RVE at ultrasonic frequencies [26–28].
The technique employs a classical three component resonant Piezoelectric Ultrasonic Composite
Oscillator [29,30] with an additional channel to register periodic flux density induced in a sample by
oscillatory stress/strain. The samples usually are half-wave length rods performing longitudinal
resonant oscillations in the fundamental mode. The strain in the middle section of the sample
(stress/strain antinode) is:
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where ω is the angular frequency, and ε0 is the peak value of strain (referred to hereafter as

strain amplitude). The oscillatory flux density induced in this section of the sample and detected by
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Further,
cooling scans are undistinguishable for the two cycles. Despite quantitative differences in
heating scans, they show the same qualitative features. First, the two B0 ( T ) dependences demonstrate
a cross-over effect: B0 ( T ) values are higher on heating than on cooling immediately after the start
of heating, but become lower at 95 and 126 K for cycles to 80 and 95 K, respectively. The data only
above Tc are shown for the cycle 280–80–250 K, the results above and below Tc were compared in [25].
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Second, B0 ( T ) changes sign on heating at around 100 and 150 K for cycles to 80 and 95 K, respectively.
Thus, a decrease of the lowest temperature of the cycle shifts towards lower values the cross-over
temperature of the thermal hysteresis and the temperature where B0 = 0. We emphasize here that the
point with variable temperature, where B0 = 0 on heating, is not necessarily the Villari point. Indeed,
the condition B0 = 0 in general marks only an extremum in the B(σ) dependence. Field dependences
B0 ( H ), which are used to identify the Villari point [28], cannot be registered over the temperature
range where B0 < 0, since the magnetic state of Dy during heating from the FM phase is strongly
non-equilibrium and B0 relaxes towards positive values [25].
Figure 2a–c shows B0 ( H ) hysteresis loops (HLs) at selected temperatures in the AFM phase.
Each HL was registered for the thermally demagnetized state of the sample. Measurements were taken
during (a) interruptions of cooling from above the Néel temperature, interruptions of heating from 95 K
(b) and from 80 K (c). Before each measurement the sample was held for 20 min at constant temperature.
As was shown in [25], negative B0 ( T ) values registered on continuous heating show intense relaxation
after interruptions of heating. During relaxation, B0 changes sign to positive. Therefore, measurements
of B0 ( H ) after relaxation at constant temperature yield positive RVE at 140 K despite negative B0 ( T )
registered during continuous temperature scans; Figure 1. B0 ( H ) HLs change the slope to negative
above TVP = 166 K, see e.g., the HLs at 173 K in Figure 2, in agreement with the temperature spectra in
Figure 1. These regularities are in full agreement with previous results [25].

Figure 2

Figure 2. Real part of the amplitude of the stress-induced flux density, B0 versus periodic field with
amplitude H0 of 18 kA/m at several selected temperatures, T = 100, 140 and 173 K: (a) cooling;
(b) heating from 95 K (thermal cycling within the antiferromagnetic phase); (c) heating from 80 K (from
the ferromagnetic phase). Oscillatory strain amplitude ε0 = 10−5 , frequency of the periodic magnetic
field 0.001 Hz.

The B0 ( H ) loops on heating and cooling are similar for corresponding temperatures for cycling
within the AFM phase, Figure 2a,b. A slight difference in B0 values for cooling and heating is due
to the weak temperature hysteresis of RVE, Figure 1. On the other hand, the results obtained during
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Figure 4 shows temperature dependences of the width of the HLs, 2HcM (HcM is the HL
semiwidth) and ∆A
A determined in the thermal cycle down to 80 K. As expected from the analysis of HLs
depicted in Figure 2, both parameters show a strong difference between cooling and heating, which
reflects the thermal hysteresis. Other central observations are: − HcM and ∆A
A can be detected not only
for heating from the FM phase, but also for cooling, in contrast to the experiments with conventional
B( H ) hysteresis [23]; HcM and ∆A
A become very low and cannot be resolved for temperatures above
TN ; − HcM and ∆A
show
a
smooth
maximum in the AFM phase centered around 130 K; above this
A
temperature both parameters decline rapidly until 160 K and then show a very sharp peak, a singularity,
Figure 2
close to the Villari point at 166 K.

Figure 4. Temperature
Figure 4dependence of the width, 2HcM , and of the relative area, ∆A
A , of the B0 ( H )
hysteresis loops on cooling and on heating from 80 K (from the FM phase). Oscillatory strain amplitude
ε0 = 10−5 , amplitude of the applied magnetic field H0 = 18 kA/m, frequency 0.001 Hz.

Zero values of HcM and ∆A
A detected above TN , Figure 4, despite persistence of RVE, Figure 1,
confirm that the hysteresis declines during the transition to the PM phase due to disappearance of
DWs. The sharp peaks in HcM and ∆A
A around 166 K, Figure 4, are related to the change of sign of the
magnetoelastic coupling at the Villari point. Figure 3 shows that, close to this point, the HLs rotate and
tend to align along the field axis both during cooling (a) and during heating from the FM phase (b).
Such a rotation results in the increase of the loop width measured along the H axis, HcM The sharp
increase of the relative area ∆A
A at the Villari point stems mostly from an abrupt decrease of the area
beneath the loop, A.
The real, χ0 , and imaginary, χ00 , components of the AC susceptibility for a sample of the same
polycrystalline alloy are depicted in Figure 5a,b. The data on χ0 are in full agreement with previous
studies, see e.g., [9,20,23]. χ00 in the AFM phase is 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than χ0 , and its
contribution to the absolute value can be neglected. We are not aware of any detailed study of the
1
temperature dependence of χ00 in the AFM phase of Dy, and the present study reveals important
peculiarities of χ00 around the Villari point. Firstly, both χ0 and χ00 , as for RVE, demonstrate thermal
hysteresis for T < TVP , which vanishes abruptly at TVP . The hysteresis is much more pronounced for χ00
than for χ0 . Secondly, χ00 is strongly frequency dependent for T < TVP , implying time-dependence and
relaxational phenomena over this temperature range. The curves on heating and cooling for different
frequencies all collapse just above the TVP . The frequency dependence is not discerned in the real part
of the susceptibility, inset in Figure 5a.
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As a consequence, calculated HcB values are nearly temperature independent in the AFM phase
H cBto [23])
= 800 A/m
field
is close
to the
found in
present
study. Thethat
results
duringHheating,
and(which
then drop
rapidly
close
the Twas
it the
should
be mentioned
the
VP . Finally,
relationship
between
HcM and
HcBHgiven
by
Equation
(6)
does
not
hold
close
to
the
H
singularity
at
shown
in Figure
6 confirm
that
calculated
from
Equation
(6),
is
indeed
substantially
lower
cM
cB
the VPHat 166 K: on cooling, the HLs align
along
the
H
axis.
On
heating,
the
shape
of
the
hysteresis
than
cM . The broad maximum of H cM around 130 K has disappeared in H cB , since this
is very much changed due to the formation of unusual central hysteresis, Figure 3b. In both cases
the elementary model of Figure 6, resulting in Equation (6), becomes inapplicable. Therefore, a small
maximum of HcB remaining at T ≈ TVP , Figure 7, is probably a spurious effect.

relationship between H cM and H cB given by Equation (6) does not hold close to the H cM
singularity at the VP at 166 K: on cooling, the HLs align along the H axis. On heating, the shape of the
hysteresis is very much changed due to the formation of unusual central hysteresis, Figure 3b. In
both cases the elementary model of Figure 6, resulting in Equation (6), becomes inapplicable.
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and of the width of the B( H ) hysteresis, 2HcB , calculated from Equation (7), on cooling and heating
experiment and of the width of the B( H ) hysteresis, 2 H cB , calculated from Equation (7), on
from 80 K (from the ferromagnetic phase). Data on HcM are taken from Figure 4.
cooling and heating from 80 K (from the ferromagnetic phase). Data on H cM are taken from Figure

4.
4.3. Thermal
Hysteresis and Relaxation in the Helical Phase

The origin
of thermal
hysteresis
antiferromagnetic
Dy is a long-standing unresolved
4.3. Thermal
Hysteresis
and Relaxation
in theinHelical
Phase
issue [9–11,15,18,20,22,23,25,33]. One of the most comprehensive studies of thermal hysteresis is that
The origin
of thermalethysteresis
in antiferromagnetic
Dy is a long-standing
unresolved issue
undertaken
by McKenna
al. [9]. Using
two different experimental
techniques—susceptibility
[9–11,15,18,20,22,23,25,33].
One
of
the
most
comprehensive
studies
of
thermal
hysteresis
is that
measurements and temperature modulation—they showed that the thermal hysteresis in
two
undertaken
McKenna et
al. [9]. Using
twoatdifferent
techniques—susceptibility
independentby
characteristic
parameters
vanishes
the sameexperimental
temperature somewhat
below 170 K [9].
measurements
and
temperature
that rare
the earth
thermal
hysteresis
two
Ultrasonic studies
of absorption
andmodulation—they
elastic constants inshowed
Dy and other
alloys
were not in
precise
independent
characteristic
parameters
vanishes
at
the
same
temperature
somewhat
below
170
K
[9].
enough to track in detail the thermal hysteresis of absorption. Nevertheless, the hysteresis in C
33
Ultrasonic
studies
absorption
and
elastic
in at
Dya and
other rare
earth
alloys
were
not
elastic constant
wasof
found
to vanish
in Dy
andconstants
Tb-Ho alloy
temperature
of 165
K [22].
The
present
precise
to track
detail the with
thermal
hysteresis
of absorption.
Nevertheless,
the ahysteresis
in
data on enough
χ0 are also
in fullinagreement
the results
of McKenna
et al. [9],
showing only
minor drop
C
33
elastic
constant
was
found
to
vanish
in
Dy
and
Tb-Ho
alloy
at
a
temperature
of
165
K
[22].
The
at TVP on the order of only a few percent, inset in Figure 5a. Thus, our study of RVE showing that the
present
on χ 'vanishes
are also at
in Tfull
agreement
of McKenna
al. [9], showing
onlyof
a
thermal data
hysteresis
166 K [25]with
doesthe
notresults
contradict
previousetstudies.
The novelty
VP =
the present
relate
disappearance
of thermal
theour
change
sign
of
minor
dropresults
at TVP isonthat
thewe
order
ofthe
only
a few percent,
inset in hysteresis
Figure 5a.with
Thus,
studyofof
RVE
the magnetoelastic
coupling.
showing
that the thermal
hysteresis vanishes at TVP = 166 K [25] does not contradict previous studies.
Important
newpresent
information,
confirming
thethe
crucial
role of the of
Villari
point,
is the behavior
of
The novelty
of the
resultsalso
is that
we relate
disappearance
thermal
hysteresis
with the
χ00 . χ00 ( T
remains
nearly
temperature-independent
upon heating from the FM phase and shows an
change
of) sign
of the
magnetoelastic
coupling.
abrupt
nearly 5-fold
drop around also
166 K,
inset in Figure
5b. This
trend
is identical
to His
temperature
Important
new information,
confirming
the crucial
role
of the
Villari point,
behavior
cB the
spectra
heating,
Figurenearly
7. Hence,
both properties likely reflect
the samefrom
dissipative
in
χ '' . on
of
temperature-independent
upon heating
the FMprocesses
phase and
χ ''(
T ) remains
the
AFM
phase,
which
undergo
an
abrupt
change
at
the
Villari
point.
The
observation
of
qualitatively
shows an abrupt nearly 5-fold drop around 166 K, inset in Figure 5b. This trend is identical to HcB
similar (but of different intensity) thermal hysteresis for cycles below (80 K) and above TC (95 K) helps
temperature spectra on heating, Figure 7. Hence, both properties likely reflect the same
dissipative
to shed light on the origin of the thermal hysteresis. The conventional point of view seems to be that
processes in the AFM phase, which undergo an abrupt change at the Villari point. The observation of
thermal hysteresis between cooling and heating from the FM phase is due to the existence/modification
qualitatively similar (but of different intensity) thermal hysteresis for cycles below (80 K) and above
of the spiral spin type I DWs inherited from the DWs in the FM phase [22]. Observations of thermal
TC (95 K) helps to shed light on the origin of the thermal hysteresis. The conventional point of view
hysteresis during heating from 95 K, the temperature which is 10 K above TC on cooling, indicate that
seems to be that thermal hysteresis between cooling and heating from the
FM phase is due to the
the origin of the hysteresis cannot be spiral spin DWs inherited from the domain walls of the FM phase.
On the other hand, the intensity of thermal hysteresis for two thermal cycling protocols is substantially
different: cooling the sample to lower temperatures and, eventually, below the TC , promotes thermal
hysteresis. A feasible explanation might imply the existence on heating of a certain FM phase well
above the TC , which disappears only at TVP due to the change of sign of the magnetoelastic coupling.
A number of additional arguments supporting this hypothesis can be suggested.
The qualitative change of the shape of the RVE hysteresis at T = TVP , is shown in Figure 3b.
Upon approaching TVP from low temperatures, HLs have a shape typical for ferromagnets close to
the Villari point [28]. Immediately above TVP the hysteresis becomes typical for the AFM phase, cf.
Figure 3a,b.
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in the AFM phase is much higher for heating than for cooling, Figure 5. For the AFM
00

00

phase on cooling χχ0 ≈ (10−2 − 10−3 ), whereas in the FM phase χχ0 ≈ 0.1. Much stronger thermal
hysteresis of χ00 than in χ0 , see the insets in Figure 5, might also point to the contribution of residual
FM phase to AC susceptibility.
The detection of certain thermal hysteresis in cycles to 95 K, the temperature which is some 10 K
above the TC on cooling, indicates that nuclei of the FM phase can be stabilized on subsequent heating.
Much more intense thermal hysteresis after cooling to the FM phase points to a higher content of
the residual FM phase in the AFM state under this protocol. According to the data on HcB and χ00 ,
residual FM phase strongly enhances dissipation in the AFM phase. Two feasible mechanisms of this
enhancement can be suggested:
1.
2.

direct contribution of the FM phase to the dissipation;
pinning of the AFM domain walls by residual FM phase in addition to the direct contribution of
the latter to the dissipation.

The present results do not allow us to distinguish between these two scenarios.
A number of properties of the residual FM phase can be traced from the present and previous
results [25]. Firstly, relaxation of the RVE and strong frequency dependence of χ00 indicate that the
residual FM phase is not in the equilibrium state during heating. Secondly, the disappearance of the
residual FM phase at the Villari point might indicate that it is associated with lattice defects, possessing
intense elastic strain fields, like lattice dislocations. In the AFM phase, core regions of dislocations can
possess local FM order [34]. Then, the disappearance and the change of sign of the magnetoelastic
coupling at TVP probably changes the local magnetic properties of the dislocations.
5. Conclusions
(1)

(2)

We showed that mechanomagnetic spectroscopy is much more sensitive to magnetic hysteresis
in the AFM phase than the conventional experimental method based on registration of
B( H ) hysteresis.
A number of regularities in magnetic properties of polycrystalline Dy in the spiral AFM phase,
including the crucial role of the Villari point at 166 K, revealed by means of RVE measurements,
were confirmed by using studies of AC susceptibility:
a.

b.

(3)

(4)

Thermal hysteresis persists in AC susceptibility, and is most intense in its imaginary part.
The thermal hysteresis in AC susceptibility vanishes at the temperature of the Villari point
at 166 K, as is the case for the thermal hysteresis in the reversible Villari effect.
The imaginary part of the AC susceptibility is strongly frequency dependent in the helical
antiferromagnetic phase during heating from the ferromagnetic state. The frequency
dependence disappears at the Villari point. This behavior is consistent with the previously
reported relaxation in the reversible Villari effect.

We suggest that thermal hysteresis in polycrystalline Dy, other rare earth elements, and their
alloys, is related to the ferromagnetic phase, stabilized in the antiferromagnetic structure by
lattice defects, possessing intense strain fields, like lattice dislocations.
Since the Villari point at 166 K controls several magnetic properties of Dy, this temperature can be
ranked to be nearly as important as the TN and TC . Keeping in mind similar behavior of thermal
hysteresis in Dy and other rare earth elements and their alloys, the effects reported in the present
work should be generic for a wide range of helical antiferromagnets.
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